TAKE YOUR CAREER IN A NEW DIRECTION.

Service Technician
San Francisco, CA

We strive to employ personnel who share the same passion and enthusiasm for the people who walk into the showroom or service drives, as they do about the BMW brand.

Whether you’re from within the automotive industry or interested in joining it, we’re looking for the very best people to deliver an exceptional experience to our customers.

As the world’s leading premium car brand, BMW is known worldwide for its outstanding automotive technicians.

How do we achieve this?

Through employing people who understand innovative technology and premium service

As a BMW Technician, you’ll be at the forefront of the automotive industry, working with the latest in diagnostic technology in a state-of-the-art environment.

Reporting to the Service Manager, you will be responsible for diagnosing, repairing, and maintaining BMW vehicles in accordance with BMW factory and center standards.

Technical Responsibilities

- Perform work as described on repair order with efficiency and accuracy, in accordance with BMW factory and BMW Center standards
- Diagnose the cause of vehicle malfunctions, and recommend/perform appropriate repairs
- Examine vehicle to identify necessary repair or maintenance items that may not be included on the repair order, and communicate to Service Advisor
- Communicate with the Parts Department to obtain needed parts
- Notify Group Leader and/or Service Advisor immediately if additional work is needed, if work outlined on repair order is not needed, or if repairs cannot be completed by the time promised
- Clearly and accurately document all work performed
- Road test vehicles as required, or refer to the inspection technician as appropriate
- Attend and successfully complete factory training as required by factory or BMW Center
- Keep abreast of factory technical bulletins
- Follow warranty material disposition procedures
- Understand and follow federal, state and local regulations, such as those governing the disposal of hazardous wastes

Requirements

- Ability to read, comprehend instructions and information
- Technically knowledgeable, experienced, or trainable on BMW product line
- Good analytical, problem-solving, and documentation skills
- Basic mechanical skills
- Manual dexterity
- Provide documentation confirming requested information on employment application.

**Benefits:**
This role will give you the opportunity to work for one of the world’s leading luxury car brands, and to deal with customers from a wide range of backgrounds. In return, we offer:

- Ongoing comprehensive training both online and in-person to help you grow
- Great benefits package including insurance, vacation, and retirement
- Employee lease program on BMW vehicles

Would you like to apply to this job?

**Salary Range: $15-$25**

[Apply for the Service Technician - San Francisco, CA position](#)